
PathoSans® is a new paradigm in cleaning, 
sanitizing and disinfecting resulting in savings,  

sustainability and simplicity.

What is On-Site Generation?
On-site generation (OSG) refers to the creation of cleaning 
solutions through the use of ECA water technology on site and 
on demand. Instead of relying on off-site, conventional chemical 
manufacturers and distributors, OSG and ECA allow you to 
cut costs while creating and using your own safer and more 
effective cleaning solutions.

Electrochemically-Activated Solutions
PathoSans on-site generation system transforms ordinary 
softened tap water into two types of electrochemically-
activated (ECA) solutions, PathoClean® and PathoCide®. These 
two solutions are produced automatically and can replace 
most of the chemical cleaners currently used in your facility. 
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Effective 
The proof is in the clean. PathoSans solutions kill 99.999%  
of harmful pathogens leaving no residue, so surfaces get cleaner  
and stay clean longer.

Economical 
Producing PathoSans solutions onsite usually costs less than seven 
cents a gallon. Solutions lower labor costs by reducing mixing, rinsing, 
and dwell time.

Environmentally Responsible 
Improve cleaning while reducing your carbon footprint, water usage,  
and waste. With no VOCs, phthalates, or detergents, PathoSans  
solutions will help you meet your sustainable cleaning goals,  
including LEED certification.

Asthma and Allergies 
Installing a PathoSans system at your school or university helps eliminate 
fragrances and harsh detergents that trigger asthma and allergies.

Employee Friendly 
No personal protective equipment will be necessary, because  
PathoSans solutions are non-irritating and fragrance free.

Ready to Use 
Stop buying cleaning chemicals. PathoSans solutions are generated 
automatically on-site and on demand, eliminating chemical ordering, 
storing, and mixing.

PathoClean -   
Cleaner & Degreaser: 
Removes biofilm and prepares  
the surface for disinfection. 

PathoCide -   
Sanitizer & Disinfectant 
Kills 99.999% of disease-causing 
organisms in seconds

 
ElectroChemically-Activated  
Solutions
The PathoSans system uses state-of-the-art 
electrochemical activation technology to  
generate environmentally responsible 
cleaning and sanitizing solutions right 
in your facility. 

How Does PathoSans Work?
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